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THB moBim km mwnmiow of fmm mw
Burliig thd years of tha pa�t decade aa increased
laterest has developad in the phyeioaXly haadlea^pad and
their particular needs. This trend ha� provided pe*�
habilitatioa progi?�B8 for those who, when given tho pro
per help, could develop slcllla and thereby become in
dependent. In twa, the�� skills would be iised to provide
a meaas of livelihood for theaaelves and their families
(xe dependents.
The greatest oontributloa by this movement has
been planned educatloaal opportmaities for the handicapped.
Administrators and supervisors in the public school
system are eoatiauaXljr on the look out for better ways
and meaas of dealing with this problem. Public school
buildings are being constructed with these individuals
in mind. And class rooms are being designed and equipped
for their convenience and comfort. la some instances
even the traasportatioa of the haadicapped to and from
school has beea arranged. Each of these factors has
opened a new door of opporttmity and has given a new
lease on life to the individual with a physical impair
ment. However, these improvements, for the greater part,
seem to be confined to the area of secular education,
2leaving Ohriatian eduoation wanting*
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of
this investigation to propose a program in Christian edu
cation for the physically handicapped which would consider
the need for and the value of such a program in relation
to the personality, social and spiritual needSi of the
handicapped. However, the problem is too great to estab
lish any cut and dried conclusions. The recommendations
were given only as guide ! lines to be used and enlarged
upon according to an established need or a particular sit
uation in which the Christian worker might find himself.
Importance of the inveBtigation . This matter of
handicaps is a field of great proportions. Wot only is
it a big field, but it is common knowledge that it is
growing all the time. "Bespit e virtual annihilation of
many commimicable diseases, particularly those of child
hood, other factors point to a rising trend in disabling
conditions."* The continued rise in traffic accidents,
industrial and military mishaps as well as those communi
cable diseases that have not yet been fully conquered,
^Virginia Stafford, ""'ho Are Persons With Special
Heeds?" The Church School, XI (Wovember, 1957), p.l.
5'*iMicat� that more people than ever before will be
handicapped in some fashion and more people will be
effected by two or more dieabilities."
However, if the greater number of disabled persons
determined the degree of provision made for them, there
would then be areas where these individuals would re
ceive no aid from the church* But numbers ius not the
only factors nor are they the final criterion* Bather t
Zf there is one person whose situation is markedly
different from all the rest, the chtsrch is faced witSi
a responsibility to meet his special needs* If there
is one child who feels left out or an older person
who has had to withdraw tern, the deeply meaningful
earperiences he once shared, there's a Job for the
ohtireh to de�^
In view of the fact that the field of handicaps
is a growing field, the church is faced with the problem
of meeting their needs, perhaps now more than ever be*^
fore* It was hoped, that through this investigation
se^ praetioal help might be given to the Christian
worker* that he in turn mi^t be used to help the handi
capped beooae well adjusted individuals*
The source of materials* In conduct'lng this
investigation, l�ie author found little Christian ed-
^IbJld � , p � 1 �
^bid* , p.l.
ucatlooal material or information that ehowod evidence
of having been planned and prepared with the handicapped
individual in mind. However, he did find a great deal
on the subject that had been written f^om the stand
point of public education. From this latter source the
writer has attempted to glean and adapt some of the
ideas and recommendations, using these as spring boards
for suggestions and propositions in creating a program
in Christian education for the handicapped.
From the limited Christian educational material
that was available andtthst dealt with this subject, it
was evident that an interest in part, at least, has
begun; that in some areas something was being done;
and that steps were being taken to improve those efforts
that are under way.
Two other sources of material have been drawn
upon. They are, personal observations of the author
and experiences and contacts afforded him because of a
physical handicaps The second is that of interviews
with individuals yi^o have worked in summer camping
programs for the physically handicapped.
mtxwcTiom of totms mm
The physically handicapped . Althoug;h, this term
does not defy definition it is difficult to define. To
5iiiazi7 people it connotes only those individuals who have
a visible physical dieabilitT^* for instance, the amputee
who may have lost a leg or an arm; or the one itrith cere
bral palsy who may be unable to walk, speak or use his
hands; or the residual paralysed handicapped who needs tSie
aid of orthopedic braces and crutches in order to get
about. But really this is only a part of the whole pic
ture. Because, there are individuals who are haadicapped
but show no evident disability. Ixamples of these are
the victims of cardiac impairments, or the diabetic, or
the tubercular. They are i^ose persons who have been
left with a handicap as a result of these organic dis
turbances and find themselves limited in their physical
activity.
In this study both th� visible and invisible haadi
capped were considered, with more particular attention
given to the visible handicap.
The physically handicapped Is not to be confused
with the mentally handicapped. By the latter w� mean,
whether caused by an accident or as a result of a nervoiB
disorder, that group of persons whose mental powers have
become impaired. This impairment leaving them without
the normal power of reason.
Thf residual paralyzed handicapped. Hesidual has
6been defined as "that which is remaining after a part
has been taken away.*** Therefore, the residual para
lysed handicapped is that person who finds his activities
restricted as a result of a crippling illness or accident.
A doctor once described to the author the effects of
polio thusi Polio is like a raging fire in a building,
it burns until it has burned itself out, leaving only two
remains} ashes and that which is suitable for use and
reconstruction. So the victim of polio finds himself
left with only those physical abilities that have not
been damaged by the disease.
Isolating the word "paralysed" from this term,
the amputee can then be classed in this group, for,
his resulting physical state is that which "remains
after a part has been taken away" also.
The mentally retarded. The problem of the mentally
retarded, of necessity must be considered in three cat
egories or groupings, namely, those who are educable,
those who are trainable, and those needing nxirsing care.
The educable mentally (retpded) handicapped child
is one with intelligence too low for hia to profit
adequately from the regular curriculum of �2
schools , but who can develop socially and become
\inston dictionary Staff, ed.. The Wiston
Dictionary, (Philadelphia: The John C. Winston Company ,
19^}f p.030.
7occupationally competent, if special training is
proyidsd.
The trainable mentally (retarded) handicapped
child is one who can learn self-care and become
socially and economically useful in his home or
in a sheltered environment . (By self-care we mean
the ability to take care of one*s personal needs � )
The nursing care child is one who cannot learn
self-help and can riot become socially or economically
useful. This type of child is in need of constant
care and supervision. 5
For the purpose of this study^ only the first two groups
were considered.
0RGARI2ATI0H OF MMAimm OF TH2ISIS
The remainder of the thesis will consist of six
chapters. Chapter II will consider some types and
characteristics of the physically handicapped. Six
groups will be considered, nawely, (1) the Mind; (2)
the hard of hestring; (3) the speech handicapped; (4)
the residual paralysed handicapi (5) the cardiac,
diabetic, and tubercular victims; and (6) the mentally
retarded.
In chapter III the personality of the handicapped
will, be dealt with. Attention will be given to the
emotional effect of the handicap upon the personality
Virgil 1. Foster, ed., The Church and The
Handicapped^ (Chicago 3f IllinoIsT WaHon Council of
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. i 1954)� pp. 25-26.
3as tha person is faced with reality of his problem.
It will further deal with the problems the handicapped
will have in makija^ adjustments and in overcoming ob
stacles he may encounter. The last part of the chapter
will consider the Christian worker and his relationship
to the handicapped, fhe attempt will be made to show
how the Christian worker can learn the proper ways of
dealing with the handicapped* s needs.
Chapter IV will have to do with the church plant
and the handicapped. Is the average church building
suitable for a ministry to this type of people? The
useability and practicability of ramps, railini^, wide
stairways, halls and aisles, elevators azid parking
facilities will be discussed.
It will be the object of chapter V to deal with
and to consider how the program of Christian education
can help the handicapped person overcome his problems i
to determine the function of the agencies within and
without the church in this type of program} and to pro
pose some practical ways in which the church can better
help the handicapped with his social and spiritual needs.
The final chapter, chapter TI, will be of a
summary nature. An attempt will be mad� to bring into
focus the over-all need that has become evident as a
result of this study. There will also be observed
9liaitatlone and inadequaeles of the presint work, with
suggestions for fiirther study.
k short appendix will appear at the end in which
will be given names and address of organisations and
foundations from whom the Christian worker can secure
material pertaining to the general problem of the physi
cally handicapped.
CHAFTM II
Sm^ TJFBS Xm CHAiUCTSRISTICS Of THS
mmxQALLr hahbicappeb
The physically haadicapped has become known as
the exceptioaal person. Universities now have added to
their curricula, for prospective teachers and social
workers, courses dealing specifically with th� except
tioaal individual. This individual has been called a
misfit by those who did not understand him. And others
have attempted to make him fit as a square peg in a
round hole. But, behind this forward look on the part
of the universities aag behind the misunderstanding is
first of all a person, a physically handicapped person.
It was the purpose of this chapter to show some
reasons why an individual who perhaps grows up from a
child as a normal healthy iaSlvidual to suddenly find
himself listed among those 1^0 are handicapped. Or,
on the other hand, he might have been born with a dis
ability that affronted him like a great mountain, a
mountain he has learned to overcome. So it was felt
that a brief description of at least six handicaps
would be a source of orientation for the Christian
worker. They are blindness j deafness} speech defects;
residual paralysis; a general class of chronic diseases.
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eoaeiderliiig partlc\aarl7 the ees^dleo, dlabetle, arthritic,
tubercular and cancer victiaiei and finally the mentally
retarded with an emphasis on the degree of retardation.
In a 1951 publication there was an approximate
estimate given of sixty-thousand blind persons in the
United States, and six thousand of whom are less than
twenty years old,^
Those who have dealt with the blind say that
blindness changes and entirely reorganises the entire
mental life of the individual . And "the earlier this
frustration occurs, the greater the reorganisation that
is demanded �.." on the part of the person himself and
2
on his family and friends as well.
The blind' s world. If one of the estimated
sixty- thousand blind persons were asked the question,
"In what kind of world do you live?" Bis answer might
well be, "I live in a world of darkness." And for one
to see how dark that world was he would only have to
shut his eyes and attempt to walk the length of a room.
%homas D. Cutsforth, Tlie. Mind In School And
Society � (Hew York: American Fo^uadatlonFor The Blind ,
195l)i P�2.
^Ul^. , p.2.
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fhls magnlfidd day after day will give some idea of tlie
blind person's world of continmal darkness, for Mm the
things of lii^t and beauty can only be imaginary. Be
cause of this, the hands and ears of the blind person
become for him his eyes. The writer was astonished to
see the actions of a blind man one day in a busy subway
tunnel in Hew Tork City. As th� train stopped the blind
man carefully made his exit, paused for a moment to de
termine , by listening* the general direction in which
the crowd around him was going. Then, he proceeded,
methodically counting his steps until. In line with the
stairway he reached aecurdtely for the railing and
ascended the steps to the street. That man's actions
were not luck but were evidences of his using the re
sources at his disposal. Bis ears, hands and feet
functioned together to do the work of the seeing man's
eyes.
The blind's hope. Through the help of the American
foundation for the Blind in New Tork City the victim of
blindness has been given more hope than ever before �
The use of the seeing eye dog now supplies eyes for the
blind. Extensive publications in braille, and the use of
records and tape recorders give to the blind a new and
different contact with the world outside of his dark
13
world. la a real sense his world, although still dark,
is not as exceedingly dark as before. And then, there
are those fortunate few who through a medical miracle
receive their eight again.
THB HAHD �? HSA1IIR3
Much like the blind person, the hard of hearing
individual lives is a world all of his own} a world
of silence. There are times when because of annoyances
all of us wish we could shut off the intricate apparatus
that records the sounds we hear. Tet, If this happened
for one day the annoying noises would be welcomed more
than the deathly silence. However, for the tfeaf per-
son there is no tuning in or out that which he wishes
to hear or not to hear. Be must remain in silence.
This ha33dicap can be overcome to a large extent.
for some medical aid can restore the defective apparatus.
Still others will,with the use of hearings aeids, get
along fine. The science of lip reading and sign langu
age can be tau^t to those 1^0 are beyond the help of
the previously mentioned aids. And, as Is true in deal
ing with all handicapped persons, patient understanding
on the part of those around him will be of great assis
tance to the person who cannot hear.
14
The causes of speech defects are maaj aad varied.
Maziy times the hard of hearing individual will also give
evidence of a speech defect. Specialists in the field
tell us that this Is due to thei# inability to hear a
sound, thus they are unable to reproduce sounds correctly.
Here (also) are included defects due to malformation
of the structures involved in speech, such as cleft
palate or harelip | those resulting from disease, such
as cancer of the larynx j and those resulting from
emotional or neurological distiu'banoes. Speech de
fects also accompany aberrations in the central ner
vous system, -such as cerebral palsy, mental retardation,
or epilepsy.*
Futhermore, speech problems may manifest themselves
in poor articulation and other fluency difficulties! in
stuttering J lisping; or as an indication of retarded
speech developsent �
The author quoted above says further that, "fre
quently the speech defective 1� fouM to be shy, out
wardly unaggressive, and fearful. Unable to communicate
his thoiights adequately, he is continuously frustrated
and may withdraw ftirther into himself." Because of
this, the person with a speech handicap responds greatly
-'Charles S. Wieholas, Ootyieellngt Handicapped
Adolescents, (Washingtone Bepartmehi of ?@rterans Benefits,
195Wt p. 17.
^b<l<i. i p. 18.
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to" understanding J to patience on the part of those who
try to help him; and to being accepted not because of
his disability but inepite of It.
fhe end of chapter III will deal with th� Christian
worker and the handicapped in a few generalities. But
let it be said here that, as la dealing with any handi
capped person, the Christian worker ought not to permit
his reactions to be noticed by the speech defective* The
tendency mig^t be for the worker to help the person with
a speech handicap pronounce his words, or his speech may
even be perceived by some as amusir^ ox* objectionable.
Hather, let the Christian worker personify the under
standing and patience th� person with a speech defect
needs.
THl HlSIDtlAli WmM.,tflG
The immediate heading under consideration includes
the polioayelitic , paralytic veterans, and any other para
lytic who has sustained an injury by an accident. The
problem of the residual will "vary according to the type
of the disorder suffered, time of onset, duration of
immobilisation, use of breathing aids, amount of reeduca
tion, and degree of emotional adjustment that has occurred.
Ibid., p. 29
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Just as the resMttal*s prohlea varies so do the initial
causal factors of the paralysis* For the polioagrelitle
the cause may be one of a variety of infections. Ihlle,
the paralysed veteran and accident victim stiff�r from
wartime and other domestic accidentia! injuries, these
catises result in restriction of activity and mobility
imposed by the injury or disease , whioli in turn limits
the residual's range of active experience that would
ordinarily facilitate normal development.
Thus, residuals have aa unique problem* Many
are forced to battle life with orthopedic aids* While
many others become confined to their homes and in some
instances are confined to bed. Statistics showing the
scope of the problem for paralytic� due to war and
domestic accidents are wanting. However, it is known that,
Appro3Eimately one-half of known polio victims
recover completely without any visible evidence of
paralysis* Another substantial proportion recover
with a mild degree of paralysis not sufficient to
feecome an obvious major vocational handicap,
while rou^ly 20 percent remain with orthopedic
handicaps laa^e enough to be of concern for their
employment as well as their capacity to meet every
day problems*^
fHE CAHDIAC, BIABITIC, AHfEBIflC , - OTBISOTLAI
AW OABCSE TIOf-I�
^Sli.f p. 50
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These foiir words are descriptive of a general
tjrpe of disease commonly referred to as "chronic disease" .
To many the word chronic connotes hopelessness and help
lessness. On the other hand, experts in the field say
that if we viewed the word from Its ethnological soisrce
we would have a more Intelligent understanding of this
problem. They tell las the word comes from the Greelc
Chronikos , "concerning time" . A chronic disease is one
that lasts for a time whether that time be a period of
long duration or of a shorter time.
"There is another point worth remembering. A
chronic disease is an abnormal and persistent change
in the structure or behavior of some part of the body."*^
And furthermore the illness or disability may become
apparent at once or not for years.
The five groups mentioned above are not the only
members of this classification called chronic disease.
Polio, resultiaag in residual paralysis, which was dis
cussed before ; rheumatic fever; types of epileptic
seizures; high blood pressure; strokes or as known by
saae apoplexy; each of these, along with other minor
conditions such as hemorrhoids, asthma and the like, make
'Herbert Tahraes, Something Oan Be Pone About
Chronie Illness, (Hew York: The Public I?fairs Committee,
Inc., 195I), p. 2.
IS
up this oXasB known as eliron|Hl� disease.
It would be difficult to isolate from the general
group those that are of little consequence. For, each
one puts a claim upon its victim of a greater or lesser
consequence. It will be sufficient, for the ptirpose of
this study, to describe briefly the five of greatest
eonsetueaee, ns&eij the cardiac, diabetic, arthritic,
tubercular and cancer victims* In doing so however, let
it be remembered that the related diseases In this group
can not be minimised.
The lel^ardiac vi^ctim* this disease is more commonly
known as heart disease and evidences itself more widely
tha^jO^uglh heart strain and impairments. Accompanying it
are more serious and poignant problems. Problems of
feeatBi emotional reactions} adjusting to festrictlons
In activities} worries over finances; and many others.
The fact that such problems do develop forces the patient
and also his family to face them honestly and squarely.
Whether it be a young child who is limited by an attack
of rheumatic fever that has impt^red his heart or a
middle aged man forced to adjust his way of life because
of a heart attack, each must learn to understand his
individual problem and be understood by those about him.
Medical sources say that there "are more than
19
twenty different kinds of diseases of the heart and
Circulatory system**' These in turn differ greatly
from each other. "Taken together, these diseases are
our most serious medical problems, not only in sheer
number of Isitisens affected but as a cause of invalidism
and disability.*'^
About 90 percent of all heart troubles are due
to three main disorders: (1) hi^ blood pressure}
(2) hardening of the coronary arteries leading to
coronary heart disease; and (3) rhetjmatic fever*
The first two conditions occur most frequently In
adults over forty; rheumatic fever usually strikes
children and young adults although the effects of
the heart damage may be felt many years later.
frequently, the patient is restored, in most in
stances, to a useful life.^^
fhe d.^abetlc. The individual whose physical
activity becomes limited because of diabetes is rather
rare. Many times, if one who is susceptible to this
disease Is given treatment in its early stages he will
be able to lllf# a normal life. The discovery and use
of Insulin has made life for the diabetic more mean-
in^ul.
There are t^ose who suffer from this disease in
its acute stages. These are required to follow a strict
'^Alton L. Blakeslee, ggf To Live With Heart Trouble ?
(Hew Torks Public Affairs CcMMaittieTlnc . ,
'
1952), pT4.
%bid. , p.4.
^^md*, p*4.
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diet as well as receive medicatioa. This acute stage
requires that th� patient be confined^ to bed leaving him
an invalid who might even dispare for '^lifsi Acute dia
betes hinders healing of cuts and wounds* This might
result in a possible loss of a limb thus adding to the
patient's problem an even greater disability. Ilaverthe-
less, science is attempting continually to find better
and foolproof ways of detecting this chronic illness
before it reaches th� acute stages.
The arthritic. Th� life of the individual who
suffers from this chronic disease becomes "a story of
draaa, mystery, pain, hope, frustration and miracles.
Not only a story of his life but it is a story that
directly concerns 50,000,000 or more Americans.
"^^
Arthritis, along �with other rheumatic diseases
is among the greatest causes of disability. It is
costly to both the individual and community. An esti
mated five hundred miillon dollars are lost in wages
annually and another estimated one-hundred thirty ail-
lion dollars in tax allowances are spent each year to
12
combat this crippler.
^^Alton L. Blakeslee. Arthritis�and the Miracle
pru^, (Hew York: Public Affairs Gommittee, Inc., 1950;,
p.l�
^^Ibid . , p*l*
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There are several t^rpes of arthritis but the two
most common are rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis.
Somewhere between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 Ameri
cans suffer from rheumatoid arthritis, in many ways
the worst of the rheumatic cripplers. Sighty percent
of the cases occur between the ages of 25 end 50 and
it usually starts between 35 and 40. Eheumatoid
arthritis also afflicts children, and sometimes does
not hit until middle life. It is three times commoner
among women than men.
Usually it starts in one Joint, commonly in the
small ;}ointe of the hands or feet, knees, ankles,
elbows , and wrists. Sometimes slight Joint swellings
that come and go over a term of years are the first
sign. Then it may burst forth to stay, for months or
many years, affecting one or two Joials or, usually,
many in different parts of the body.^
Osteoarthritis is quite a different disease from
the rheumatoid form. It is mainly a disease of aging,
of wear and tear, and degeneration or breakdown with
advancing age. ... It is responsible for untold aches
end pains and stiffness, and sometimes crippling, but
most of the time it is not so severe or acute as rheu
matoid arthritis.
Osteoarthrit is begins with a slight soreness or
stiffness in fingertips , knees, shoulders, or verte
brae of the spine. Bxerolee and movement makes the
stiffness worse. Then the affected joints become
more uncomfortable, they thicken and creak when moved,
and become painful. This disease progresses slowly,
unlike the often fast course of rheumatoid disease, ,
and it can result in gnarled fingers and deformities.
There is no sure cure for -^s monster called arlix-
ritis. However, the victim today has a brighter outlook
than did the one of yesterday. Miracle drugs�not cures
^^Ibid., pp.3-5.
Ibid., p. 17*
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but rather means of relief�"that bring bedridden, pain-
wracited victims of arthritis bouncing out of bed tempor-
15
arily at least, in glorious pain*free movement." ^
The tubercular and cancer victims, fhe cunning
and deceitful attack of these two diseases leave many more
thousands helpless invalids. These are not respecters of
persons. They strike both young aM old alike. And the
family tree of all ie marred by these intruders into health
and happiness.
It is fortunate for the potential tubercular victim
that science has perfected the ym:B^j for use in detecting
this disease in its early stages. Upon detection, if the
proper treatment is followed through and the patient
receives much rest and the needed medication he will usu-
ally be able to return to a normal life again. This may
not be true for the cancer victim, however. lor many times
the parasite that vies for his life is not as easily detect
ed. His is a battle for life, a battle that, If not given
proper help, will weaken him spiritually and mentally as
well as physically.
These five give to us a picture of great depth. A
picture of chronic disease. However, th� question might
Ibid � , p.l*
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rightly be asked, "ihat does chronic disease have to do
with this study?" fhe answer is this. Th� fact alone
that chronic disease results in invaXldism and disability
makes it pertinent to this study. Statistics bear this
out too. And they serve to give to the Christian worker
a glimpse of his responsibility to fit himself to help
the many about him whose lives have been affected by one
and in some Incidents more t^an one of these diseases. A
look at the facts will show how great this number is.
On the basis of the national Health Siarvey, 17?
persons out of every 1000 have a chronic disease.
That * s one out of every six of us�a.total of more
than 26,000,000. However, this figure Includes people
with relatively minor conditions , such as hemorrhoids ,
asthma, &a& the like, azul does not mean that all these
people are disabled or sick* When the survey was made,
in 1955-36, about 6,000,000 of us were laid up at
least seven consecutive days a year because of chronic
illness; recent studies indicate that the figure now
would be even greater.
Three out of �very four patients in hospitals
(including tuberculosis and mental institutions ) are
there because of chronic Illness.
About 60 percent of all disability is accounted for
by chronic illness.
(And) more than two-thirds of our deaths are caused
by chronic illness .
We turn now to the final group tunder consideration
whose state is of great dimensions also, that iS| the
mentally handicapped.
2E* cit. , Something Can .Be Done About Chronic Ill
ness, p.2.
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The reader will recall that tu the introductory-
chapter, by way of definitloAt three categories of the
aestelly handicapped ^ere discussed* It is not the writer's
purpose to repeat what was said there* But rather to give
soaie added information in order that this particular phase
of this study may find its focal point *
The present situation* One writer has suggested
that, '^of much concern to the religious leaders today is
the question, what can we do to Improve our ministry to
the mentally retardedT"^^ This perhaps is a legitimate
question* However, from this study and from personal coc-
tact with families who have retarded children the writer
is forced to ask, **What is now being done by the church
for this group of handicaps?** In a latter chapter on the
Ministry of the Church to the Handicapped this part of ^e
problem will be dealt with in more detail, for now, thSn,
a look at Bome important facts will bring the problem into
proper perspective.
Current studies Indicate that two to three percent
of our nation's school children are retarded mentally.
In the community the majority of these individuals are
-^^op. cit. , The Church and The Handicapped, p. 25*
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generally excluded from participation in groups and
organizations which have ahle leadership and programs
much ahove the ability of any retarded person. Many
of our churches cater to th� more intelligent of the
populace and subtly exclude those of lower mentality
and seemingly possessed of fewer social graces. Wot
finding a warm reception in the chiirches, th� mentally
retarded often turn to non-rationsl religious grou||
or become embittered and are lost to th� churches.
ti�Eitimately then we may ask, "What Is being done?"
and "What can be done?**
The retardate. A, few general charscteristics of
th� m�ntally retarded will help in understanding him better.
(First, he) learns the same way and the same things
as the normal Indirldual, but in limited amounts and
with a larger number of errors. (If he is) given more
time the mentally retarded adolescent (or child) can
acquire insights into many of the problem situations
that confront him. (His progress, expectently will be
slow. ) With patience and persistent explanation of
the relevance, first of his perceived assets and later,
of his actual capabilities for the requirements of
education and work, (and an understanding on th� part
of th� work�r or coimsdlor) hsomay be guided effectively
to a solution of his problem.^
The writer could not hope to give an adequate medi
cal nor scientific description of the types of handicaps
Just discussed. It was hoped, however, that the informa
tion gleaned from various sources would be of help to the
Christian worker who would be interested in the general
problem of handicaps, for other sources of Information on
18
l^bjjLd . , p. 25.
'o�. Cit. , Counselling Handicapped Adolescents,
pp.35 & i^bV
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this phase of the study aad also for the neart chapter It
Is suggested that the reader see the Appendix.
PSRSONALITT FHOBLBMS OF THS
PRTSICATXY EkmiCk'PP?^!}
It'ia true that the eausal factors involved in a
person becoaing a handicapped cannot: be over looked.
The crippling effects of disease and accidents leave
thi&ljf victias in a state of total or seal-helplessness.
This state of helplessness is viewed* often, by the
physically well person with sympathy and a degree of
feeling sorry for the handicapped. Tet, beyond the
physieal defoznalty and handicap is soaething of greater
significance. There is the scar left by the handicap
upon the personality of the disabled person. He needs
not pity but understanding. Understanding that will
enable hia to face the reality of the imposed handicap;
to adjust to the handicap; and to overcome any obstacles
he might encounter.
Thus, it was the intentions of this chapter to
deal with the emotional effect of the handicap npon the
personality. The chapter closes with some practical
suggestions for the Christian woriEer as he works with
this type of individual.
fHl W3TI0m WmCT OF TH^ HAfBICAP
fhe second part of a definition of a disability by
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Harold Wllke j>la points the aaotional effects of the
handicap. He said,
A disability is a m&mpounA thing � made up of the
physical wound itself and also the person's reaction
to it, which in turn is created from within or
developed from without.-^
Continuing he says, "After the doctor has destroyed
the geistts or repaired the limb, there are still emotional
2
factors to be reckoned with**
As was mentioned in the introductory remarks of
this chapter the "pl^slcal woujid** can not be over looked.
However, the ultimate effect of the wound will be Judged
by the "person's reacti#n to it." This reaction will
not be the same for everyone. Because of this it would
be useless to give a list of supposed stereo-type re
actions. There are, on other hand some possibilities
that may well present themselves as emotional problems
to the handicapped, such as frustrations; inferiority;
a sense of rejection by others; if the handicapped has
family responsibilities, concern for the family ; the
problem of blaming God for his plight; and? in the ex
treme case, melancholy and withdrawing.
%arold Wllke, Strengthenefi With Might* (Pfeila<3elphia:
The Westminister Press, W2}, p. 5^2.
%bid.. p. 52.
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The s^oblea of frustration. Charlotte Buhler aM
others, in a book entitled, Qhildhood Problems and The
Teacher . classified frustration as primary and secondary
frustrations. She writes,
Itimary ana secondary frustration describe the
two conditions by which needs are thwarted. Primary
frustration, or privation, occurs when the means of
satisfying the need are act available* Secondary
frustration occurs when there are obstacles to be
overcome before the nmed can be satisfied*^
The above classification of frustrations can well
be applied to the disabled person's situation. The frus�
tration he faces is of both types, th� primary anS the
secondaiy. Th� primary, because the physical means or
abilities are not available to meet the need. This is
illustrated by a person with cerebral palsy who lacks
the muscle coordination needed to perform the many tasks
life requires. Tlie handicapped faces secondary frustra
tions in the many obstacles that arise as barriers to
his progress through life. An example of this would be
obstacles of steps to crutch-using individuals. The
reader, undoubtedly, is familiar with other examples of
both types of frustration.
Just what the full effect of these frustrations
would be upon the personality is hard to predict. Like-
'^Charlotte Buhler, et al.. Childhood iarobleme and
The Teacher, (Wew York: HenryTfolt and Company, 19^2),
pT?^.
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wise, their manifestations oannot he determined before
hand. Ho two persons reset the same to any one given
situation* Therefore, that which may make one person
feel frustrated, may )sm for another a motive of determin
ation to overcome the barrier*
Inferiority and acceptance b/ others . Second
cousins to frustration are two first cousins, namely, the
feeling of being inferior and the need of being accepted
by others on the part of the handicapped. Repeated frus
tration will leave the individual, often, in a state of
mental turmoil* Be begins to reason thus, "Because of
this handicap I am not lilos others. I cannot overcome
the problems of life. Therefore, I am inferior* �* This
attitude is not an easy one to overcome* But if not conr
quered it will be destructive to what could be, a well
adjusted life*
It was evident in tlie research stage of this invest
igation that this problem of inferiority was one of the
greatest for the physically impaired* Tet, this is very
tinfortunate , for, if the handicapped was given propei' help
this feeling of inferiority could be done away with* So
frequently, though, the attitude prevailiS by the misunder
standing person that if the handicapped wanted to he comd
forget his disability and live a normal life* This does
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seem like an easy answer. But is it as easy as that?
Rather, the answer mii^t well be more in the reaotions
of the misunderstanding person than it is on the part of
the handicapped* This is a lesson the Christian worl^r
ought to leara well if he is to help the handicapped.
The title of the introduction to a booklet dealing
with the church's ministry to the handicapped was this,
"tJnhandicapping the Handicapped." It is at this point
that a handicapped person can be helped most. A quota
tion from that introduction will give some idea of the
best kind of help that the handlcspped could possibly
receive. The author said.
The biggest handicap faced by many persons is not
the impairment but the spiritual and social starvation
ia^oeed by the community. The unhaadicapping of the
handicapped is a responsibility of churches. Central
in the Christian message is the insistence upon the
worth of every person in the sight of God and there
fore in the si^t of his fellows. Churches can help
relieve many handicapped children, young people and
adults of this extra handicap. They can help them
live fully in the areas of their aormaley^s an� in
creasingly so even in their areas of handicap*
The key is this, "tlie worth of every person.** A feeling
of inferiority on the part of the handicapped stems from
his sensing a worthlesaness because he is handicapped. It
is here that the handicapped needs patient understanding
Virgil B. Fo.t.r (.d.), Th. Church �a Th. HssSk-
caPt (Chicago: The Ifational Council of ckurches ot tJHrfst
In the U.S.A., 195^) � P�5*
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aad dcceptaace, aoeaptance aa a person, a person with a
handicap but not as a person who is a handicap or who is
too much trouble to be concerned over, fhe handicapped
must be made to see that, "even (after) subtracting the
disabilities there ere a great many abilities left."'^
i>robl<Htts of anxiety and concern. Problems of this
nature are not as likely to affect t&e young handicapped
as much as the youn^ adult and middle age person who be
comes handicapped. This is so, because of the responsi
bilities of family care and of providing for the family's
needs. A young father w*io is suddenly laid aside because
of a handicap will be very anxious for his family to have
all its needs supplied. And likewise will the middle aged
man be concerned that his children receive an education
azid his wife's comfort he cared for. To the on looker
these problems may not appear to be of great significance,
but to the handicapped they are barriers that mi^t well
hinder his progress and rehabilitation.
The problem of isuilt and of_ blaming God. One of
the most serious aspects for a handlea^ed Individual is
the handling of "aggressive forces within himself." The
Strengthen With Mitcht* p.44.
^Ibid. , p. 23.
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first tendsnoy is to ask, "Why?" "thy did this have to
happen to as?" In an attempt to secure an answer to this
question the handicapped resorts to blaming one of three
persons, himself, others or Ood, Xdna ajod Schwars said
that.
The plaintive "Why did this happen to met" is a
common psychological reaction to physical illness,
expressive of a guilty feeling that one's moral
lapses have somehow brou^t ttie illness about* And
associated with this feeling is a melancholy sense
of personal unworthiness that often affects the patient
enough to hamper his re covery. The religious leader
can combat this guilty reac�.on to i^sical illness by
hie attitude of compassion*'^
If the handicapped ^ould place the blame on himself he
will, in all probability develop a guilt complex a� was
aenti(�2ed above, concluding that his state is a punish
ment for his misdeeds* While on the ot^er hand, if Ke
places the blame on others h� will develop a spirit of
bitterness* And should he censor dod for allowing him to
be th.us afflicted his reaction will be infested with both
guilt and bitterness* So for the handicapped, uncontrolled
aggression can become a problem of great emotional conse
quence* A consequence that might well lead to the final
factor to be considered here and mentioned by Linn and
Schwars above, thet is, the factor of melancholy and
�^Irouie Linn, M.B, and Leo W. Schwars, Fsychiatry
and Religious Experience , (Hew Tork: Random House, 1953),
pTI^^.
5^
withdrawing,
1?he problen of aelaaoholy and withdrawiaK. By
dictionary definition melancholy connotes, "despondence;
dejection; and depression of spirits." It is true that
this is the extreme emotional reaction that might be
experienced by a handicapped person. However, If he
were not able to overcome the barriers of frustration,
inferiority, and of placing blame this mi^t be his
emotional end. The writer recalls a teenage girl who
was a patient in a hospital at the same time he was,
some years ago. She apparently passed through these
emotional stages and resolved to hope no longer for
recovery. She acknowledged a desire to die. This
acknowledgement was followed by deep depression and
continual withdrawal frcHS any social contact, which led
to a realisation of her desire within a few short months.
I�inn and Schwars are again helful at this point. They
said, that of
Less trouble to the hospital staff but not less
desperately in need of emotional support are those
patients who react to illness by withdrawal into
an unresponsive apa^y. It is easy for the nurse
in her h\irried rounds throu^ the ward to overlook
these silent sufferers. Squally likely to be
overlooked an overworked staff is the patient
who ie not desperately ill himself but is in a
op. .git. , The Winston Dictionary*
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ward among those alcker than he. The lonineas and
fright of such patients can be very great, even
though their illness is not serious, and the re
ligious leader will certainly include them in his
bedside ministrations. 7
As was suggested by the writers above, the problem
of melancholy has a twofold range, that of the effect
on the patient himself and the effect on those about
him.
This is certainly the dark side of a handicapped
life. A side of life that might well b� experienced by
both handicapped and non-handicapped. A side of life
that cannct be evaded with ease nor readily overcome,
but a side that is conquerable. The following suggestions
were given as an attempt to show how the handicapped
mi^t overcome these pitfalls.
Facing reality. The future happiness of the
individual who is handicapped mi^t well center in his
reaction to the disability. Perhaps, his first and most
important decision is that of accepting the hmdicap. If
he does this, with a determination to make the beet of
the situation, over half of his battle would be won.
In order that the handicapped can take a positive atti
tude to his disability, he will have to realize that it
is possible for "problems and barriers to become
op. cit. , Psychiatry and Religious ExperSgnce , p. 149.
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opportunities that will open new doors for him.^^ When
this attitude is evident, feelingsof frustration and
inferiority, although they perhaps may not be fully
dissipated, yet they will not oarry afmuch significance.
Adjustment to the handicap* 0. B. Eavey, dis
cussing the normal growth of an individual suggests
foiiT things characteristic of a person who is well
oriented to life. They are acceptance, adjustment or
adaptation, adequacy, and balance. fhese four are
also important to the handicapped if he is to live a
well rounded life.
The problem of acceptance has been discussed.
Therefore, some concept as to what is involved in the
other three, adjustment ot adaptation, adequacy, and
balance will be helpful, laveyy said the following aboiit
adjustment .
Sssentiallyi ad^usti^ somethings Is a matter of
improving its relation with other things so that
it fits the circumstances and fulfills better the
requirements it is supposed to meet. Adjustment en-
abins the person to become more favorably related
to his enviroment and to face life situations with
a minimum of stress and with a maximum of efficiency.
It implies absence of felt needs, cravings, or
desires the person is unable to satisfy* The pro
cess of adjustment begins when a drive to satisfy a
22* ^il3E�f P�^3.
^^C, B. Baveyi Principles of Mental Health
Christian Uving, (Chicago i Moody Press, 19%), i^. 60-80 �
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need is aroused and ends when some response is fouzid
which reduces the drive. It is probably the most
general form of human behavior.
Each person adjusts in terms of what he is by
way of the sum total of his power of reacting, his
excellencies and-his defects, his assets and his
liabilitie�...7^2
On the basis of this description of adjustment
then, th� problem for th� handicapped is to relate his
assets to his envirctpBit: and situation. If he were
to do this he would be "adjusting in teims of what he
is... " Which, in turn would enable him "to become more
favorably related to his environment and to face life
situations with a minimum of stress and with a maximum
of efficiency."
Another word for adjustment is adaptation. It
cannot be overly stressed that both the so called normal
person as well as th� kandi capped have. In a measure, th�
same type of emotional problems. low�v�r, for the handi>-
capped these problems may tend to magnify themselves.
Bspeoially, is fhiE tame if he is not able to adapt his
way of life to the demands placed upon him.
Bavey further said, "Adaptation Involves relation-
ships in every phase of our lives. In view of this.
^%bid.. pp.79 &
15|bid . , p. 61.
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the handicapped' s problem of adjustment or adaptation
is a tangled web that can only be undone as he Is able
to adapt in all areas of his life- Those areas may be
Categorized as being that of environment, the social
order or adjustaM�nt to others, adjustment to oneself
and adjustment to God, This, perhaps, suggests
the orbit of responsibility that faces Christian edu
cation as related to the handicapped and his needs.
That is, helping the handicapped adjust in these four
areas of life.
Adequacy and balance . Every emotionally healthy
individual should have confidence in himself and should
�eel that other people believe in him.
Feeling confident, hehhas faith in his ability,
and can, therefore, acquit himself reasonably well
in his undertakings, le does his work with con
fidence and finds well-balanced satisfaction in
outcomes. He is in good rapport with his environ
ment. He does net become pussled and confused be
cause of lack of complete tinderstending of problems
and forces with i^ich he has to deal. Be Is oriented
toward the task of the moment and interested in it
rather than in his own feelings. His goals are weftl-
defined in his thou#;t and he works toward them in
a periitistent manner, attaining definite results.
He has social adequacy, being able to get along
well with people. He can attain and maintain satis
factory relationships in the family, community,
school, church, and place of work. He conforms
without effort to reasonable social standards. He
Ibid., p.62.
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Is no social reolus� nor is h� a social butterfly.
As a social creature, he maintains normal social
contacts with other human beings, exercising social
tolerance and adaptability. His indiiriauallty does
not become submerged in the grpup, nor does he feel
excessive heed for group approval of his actions, 15
LlJcewise, every emotionally healthy individual
evidences a balance of "drive�, impulses, interests, and
actions. Abnormality is characterised by exaggeration of
normal responses; the unhealthy person behaves in extreme
ways. Ifo small part of the art of good living consists in
tb, ability to hold . .iddl, ooure, b.tw�n two .xtremes.-
The above characteristics are suggestive of normal
and emotionally healthy individuals, whether they may be
a physically handicapped or a non^handicapped. For the
handicapped individual these goals may not be reached am
easily as for the non-handicapped. However, the handi
capped *b problem lies not in th� possibility of reaching
these goals but in the degree of his acceptance and ad
justment to life's frustrations, fears, and obstacles
that might have resulted from the handicap.
This part of the study gives as by-products,
several concluding facts; (1) A physical handicap does
have an effect upon th� personality and emotions of an
PF� ^2 and 63
^^bid., p. 63*
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Individual. (2) Tha extant of the effect is contingent
on the individual's ability to face reality, accept the
handicap and proceed to make the needed adjustments* And
(3) the required adjustments involve"adapting tc his
environment, to others, to himself, and to God.
Tim RBOOGmioF OF TMmB mamsm bt
TEE CHHISTIAI WOTOR
The reader will recall, that a previous statement
was made, in which the orbit of Christian education's
responsibility to the handicapped was suggested. It was
that of helping the handicapped make the needed adjust
ments so important for a well balanced life* It would
appear that the channel through which this might best be
accomplished is that of the church, the church through
its workers* It was ^evident to the writer that the
basic step in doing this was for the workers of the church
to recognise the problems of the handicapped. Upon
recognititan, the Christian worker or teacher ought to
seek to leara the proper ways of dealing with the handi
capped* s needs. Attention should also be given to the
personal teacher -handicapped relationship*
Learning ."^e handicapped ' s nge�s* **How and wheret"
ml^t be th� question asked by th� Christian worker. This
^1
can be answered by saying, tbrongb reading about handi
caps; by canvassing the local coraaunity to see how many
handlcai^ed persons there are and to determine their needs;
and by visiting hospitals and rehabilitation centers* If
the Christian worker were fortunate to be acquainted rith
an orthopedic specialist or a physical therapist, he could
learn much tairough interviews with these individuals.
How to deal with the handicapped ' s needs? There
would be no point in learning the needs of the hai]u3icapped
if something were not don� to meet those needs. The
Christian worksr will have to learn how to meet those
needs as well. This infcram tion can be gained also through
literature on th� subject.
A number of organisations have published informa
tion of value to the teacher of crippled children.
Among them are the tl. S. Office of Iducation, state
departments of special education and of rehabilita
tion, tie fflA's Council for Sxceptional Children, the
American Public Health Association, the National
Society for Crippled Children and Adults, United
uerebral Palsy, and the National Ipilepsy Iisague.
Modern texts on the problems of exceptional child
ren are also available. 1?
Observations of th� methods used by hospitals and
rehabilitation centers, as well as suggestions given by
specialists, will give further help whereby the Christian
�^''Frances A. Mullen, '�fhe Crippled," Mk Journal,
XLVII (I>ecember, 1958), p.617.
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worker eaa enable the handicapped to meet hia needs.
?^e teacher-handicapped relationship. The first
responsibility of the Christian worker is to accept
the handicapped IndlYldnal as a pmrnom who has a handicap
and not as a person who is a handicap. This greatly
involves the feelings of the haMleapped person. If
such a person realises he is accepted on the same par
as the others in the class, his immediate reactions and
responses will be as they should.
The following four simple rules were suggested by
a principal to one of his teachers regarding a handicapped
boy in his school. Svejy Sunday school teacher would
profit much by adherence to these four rules if he were
to find himself a teacher of a class in which there was
a handicapped. The rules were,
1. Treat Johnny (the handicapped) like any other
youngster. Build him up when necessary; praise him
when he is deserving.
a. Find ways for him to be useful to others. He
must offer service before he can comfortably accept
the service he needs.
3. Accept the handicap. Show a normal interest
in how he does the things he can do and in how he
mi^t extend his range of activities.
4. Emphasise the right to be different, for John
(for the handicapped) and for each child in the class.'
The above four rules suggest a wholesome relation
ship between a handicapped pupil andf^ teacher. This
%bld.� p.617.
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wholesomeness will branch out to each member of the class*
As this takes place, the handicapped will better be able
to do his part In adjusting to the sltuatlltn.
One other factor that the Christian worker otight
to bear in mind is that which concerns the crippled child's
basic emotional needs. That is, he should remember that
the handicapped* a basic needs are the same as any other
child. These needs include:
Security�the knowledge thab he is loved and
that he belongs. t,
Joy� the result of loviiig others, being useful
and needed, and winning group approval .
Goals�a demand that he constantly stretch him
self to new, difficult, but reachable achievements*
Opportunity�a chance to grow in Independence,
to explore the new and ux^^cown, and to txperieac�
increasing depth, intensity, and purpose in life.
We all tend to become what we believe others
think that we are. The children passing through
our schools (our Sunday scb^ools) are daily forming
an image of themselves that mirrors the attitude
of all those around them. Teachers can do 4uch to
help every child grow toward a clear bright image
of himself as a Anigue person, loved and loving,
daily growing to new bights of achievement, with
a respected rig^xt to be different. 19
Whether th� Christian worker b� a visiting teacher
to the shut-in, or a tsacher of a Sunday school class in
which ther� is a physically handicapped child, his re
action to and acceptance of the handicapped will help to
determine the kind of image the handicapped has of himself
Tbid., p*618
and of the Heavenly Father.
The study turns now from the handicapped and his
problems to the chiirch and its ministry to th� handicapped.
The first consideration will be that of the church plant
and the physically handicapped.
CIIAPTM lY
THB CHUHCH PIAWS AW Tm PHTSICAIXT HAf.DICAPPEB
The recent trend in the public school system to
consolidate its schools has necessitated the construc
tion of many new school buildings. These buildings were
planned by the designers with the handicapped individaal
in mind. This Is evident by their general lay out,
which usually is that of a one floor nature with as few
steps possible. However, it is Just In this area where
Christian education and present day designers of church
edifices have failed to a large extent. Also, it is
in this area where the church might lend its first
assistance to the handicapped In helping him overcome
the physical and psychological barriers he faces.
An all inclusive question that might be asked is,
"Is the chijrch plant suitable for th� handicapped to
come and to participate in the church*� activities?**
This perhaps, mi^t be better answered if a norm or
standard were established whereby an unsuitable plant
might be distinguished from a suitable plant. This
standard can be �stabllshsd by a briaf d�scription of
a church plant that might not bo suitable for the haadi
capped. The author is no authority on buildiaag and is
conscious of th� many problems involved in the planning
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and building of a ebupch plant. However, th� suggeetlons
at taie end of the chapter were given aa possible things
to keep la mind la r�latlon to the handicappod and th�
church facilities, that th� church might better be able
to miaister, '�by all meaas'*, to these ladivlduals also.
THE r^maiHAMm ohuhch WLkm
Harold and Margaret Wllke suggested a vivid
biblical example of an unsuitable plant ia an articl�
�atltl�d, *�T�ach Te�nAll of fhem.**"^ They wrote,
Through the narrow doorway of a �alestlnlan home
it was impossible to bring in the bed and its
occupant. So four mea removed a part of the roof
of the home aad lowered the paralytic to the feet
of our I�ord. This poor bedridden handicapped
person was taken into th� hous� of the Lord, and
there received his words aad his touch aad arose,
healed. 2
The Wilkes coatiauod with two pertia�at aad r�-
latad questioas. '*Ia terms of takiag people iato tile
Lord's house, have we progressed very much ia the last
two thousand yes3?s? Ar� th� doorways wide, the eatrances
easy of access?***^ This brings to a focal point the
problem of the church plant's suitability. Not lafre*
guently, there are many physical barriers that stand in
1
pp. cit. , The Chureh Sehoo3r< p. 2.
%Hd . , p. 2.
^Ibid.. a. 2*
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the way of the handicapped. Barriers that are hindrances
to his entering "into his gates."
The long flights of stairs up into the church
proper and the narrow and twisting stairs down into
the fellowship hall in the basement conspire against
attendance on the part of persons with any kind of
physical handicap. Including those with heart dis-
fiibllitieSs- And once the ' would-be worshiper gets
inside the church or church school area, past the
physical barriers, additional barrier8--the psycho-r
logical ones�are thrown up.^
fhe severity of this problem was mad� plain by
another author who suggested looking at a chixrch plant
through the eyes of a person who has a physical handicap*
He wrote.
For example, let us think of a person who uses
crutches to walk but eho can drive his own car.
Following are some thoughts which might very likely
come to him as he approaches your church for the
first time:
Ihere can I park the car? X cannot leave it in
front of the chirrch'^-there ' s a "no parking" sign
there. That parking lot is a Xnng way from the
entrance but maybe I cs^ make it today. Couldn^t
think of it last Sunday In the rain. . . .
At last, here I a� at the front door! Oh, my,
all those steps J Whether I like it or not 1*11 have
to have someone help m� up, that's for sure....
So far 80 good! They didn't drop me! liwonder
if that was too much for Mr. Carter- Re r^^ally
isn't very well. The other men were able enouigh.
Ifow, can I get this door open and keep my balance
on these crutches? Are church doors made of solid
iron? A good thing someone is coming or I'd never
^Ibid. , p.2.
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make it�"Thank you, Mrs, Austin,"
Oh, no I Wot more stvps ( What is this-- a means
of obtaining merits for eaeh step? I hope it*s
worth it I It must be almost time for worship service
to begin* Where is everyone? I'll have to have
help up these steps.
I?p we go agalnl It doesn't do much for a fellow's
self-respect to be carried like this....
These tile floors are beautiful. Hope I don't
slip on them. Oh, the sanctuary at lastl
Hbw�where to sit? lot an ei^ty back pew to be
seen. There's not a place on the outside aisle as
far down as I can see. I'll have to have some place
to put these crutches where I can get them easily
but where they won't be in someone *s way. What to
do? Oh, an usher.
"Where down there? Well, if you say so. Here I
go." Hobody�but nobody�can fail to know I made
it to church this morning!
It is good to sit down, I'll say that. The orfean
sounds fine. It has been a long time....
I suppose that was a helpful sermon but most of
the time I was thinking about all those steps again
and V that long walk to the parking lot. I can't do
this very often. 5
This, indeed, is a tragic picture. A picture
that must be changed if the needs of children, youth,
and adults who have handicaps are to be ministered to
through the church and its agencies.
For instance, almost all churches present practic
ally insujpmouatable physical barriers to the person
who is in a wheelchair or who cannot climb stairs.
-'Glenn S. and Margaret J,. Gothard, "Build For Special
ITeeds," The Chxirch School, XI (November, 1957) i PP* 16 and 17*
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Ghurehes should b� In the vanguard of th� crusad� to
aak� publie buildings accsssible to th� handicapped
and to adapt their own physical plants to the n��ds
of those who would attaod. The physically disabled i
th� �ld�rly, thoB� with heart d�f�ct8� should not
be barred froa church attendance and participation
in chur<^ activities by architectural barriers which
could be overopae by good planning on the part of
church boards.^
WHAT CAH m mm?
The following suggestions were given by Mr. and
lira. Gothard in their article mentioned before, "Build
tor Special Heeds." These "suggestions were given for
the guidance of those who seek to provide for the handi
capped in new and remodeled churches:
1. Provide reserved parking space near the entrance
for the handicapped.
2. Install doors which may be easily opened.
Glass doors which may be opened from either eld�
are desirable.
3* Build ramps (Maximum incline, 7 degrees) $o
eliminate the necessity for the use of stairs by
the handicapped. Strong handrails should accom
pany these ramps.
4. Wherever possible new church buildings should
be erected with access to all rooms vathout th� use
of stairs*
5. The advisability of installing an elevator may
be considered. This installation is expensive. If,
however, existing facilities include an acceptable
op. cit. a The Church and The Handicapped, pp.18 & 19*
22* ci^� ^ Gothard, "Build For Special Heeds*^" p. 17.
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church sanctuary, which may not b� reached except
by climbing a long flight of stairs, th� expense
is Justiffisd. Such an �levator would not, of
course, be for general use. Only limited numbers of
persons may be mov�d quickly by elevator. At hour�
when the building is crowded t^e elevator would need
careful supervision.
6. ^hen the location of pews and width of siileB
is being planned, the needs of" those who come to
worship with crutches or by Wheel chair should be
considered. Also, in classrooms, fellowship halls,
and rest rooms adeguate space for moving about
with crutches or wheel.chairs must be provided.
7. Avoid highly polished floors for the safety
of all, including t^e handicapped.^
To merely say to the handicapped, "lou com� to
church; we'll help you," is not sufficient. In fact,
often times it may prove to be very dangerous. Rather,
provisions must be made so that each handicapped is
able to "move \mder his own power aa much as is possible
for him, thus giving him a ssnee of confidence in him-
a
self aad a feeling of onaness with others,"^
%bid., p. 17.
%bid.. p. 17.
THl MIinSTHT Of THE CEUaCK AW THE
PHtBICALLT HATOIOAPITO
When aa^ if the handicapped can rise above the
physical barriers posed by the church plant, and can malce
his way into the church services, there is yet the re
sponsibility of tt& church to meet his emotional and
spiritual needs. Aa has been pointed out, the emotional
stresses of a person facing life with a handicap are
ctMplicated. "At that time especially he is thrown back
upon his basic belief, his faith. To injure one's body
is to injure one's soul, for an injured body means a
hurt spirit and broken pride. Thus, the facing of a
physieal handicap is a spiritual problem. A problem
2
that presents aa opportunity forirhe help of th� church.
Much of this help will be given by the clergyman or
pastor of the church. However, every member of the
church will have to discover other av�au�s whereby they
can better reach out and help the physically handicapped.
In order to do this it would be well for them to follow
^e sTi^estions given la chapter three to the Christian
Russell L. Dicks, Pastoral Work aa^ Personal
Coungel^, (Hew ^^^^ The MacSiilanCoapany, 1949; � p.97.
2Ibid., p.97-
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worker. That ie, the suggestiojas oa fiadiag out the
aeeds of the handicapped aad diacoveriag how to meet
those aeeds. Oace this ioformatioa is established, the
church can best go about the job of helping th� haadi
capped through its agencies. There are agencies both,
within the church and without. This chapter divide with
those within the church, namelyt the worship service,
th� Sunday school, and the Toung People's society. And
it considers the ministry without th� church to th�
shut-in at hom� and ia the institution. But first, it
gives attention to a few general principles regarding
the relationship of the church as an institution and
the minister or pastor with the physically handicapped.
THl owmoB
Four functions sum up in general the responsibility
of the church, as an iastltutioa, to the physically handi
capped.^ The first is that of th� church aquaiatiag its
members andi^h� commxmity with th� resources available to
the haadicapped. From t^ls, the church should assist la
the fullest utilisatioa of these resources by those who
a�ed,them.
The secoad fuaction of the church is the resource
-^op. cit., The Qhurcfa and The Haadicapped* pp. 9
and 10.
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it offers to the haadicapped aad the coMmunity in helpiag
them better uaderstasad each other. The church is ia aa
aaiqae positioa for carrying oa a two-way iaterpretatioa
that is aeeded�"iaterpretatioa of the problem of haadi-
capplag to the coimuaity, and of commaaity attitudes to
the handicapped."
Another function of th� church should be that of
leadership in prevention of crippling. *�1?hroughout its
educational work the church caa stress the importance of
iadlvidual car� to protect persoas from accideats , aad
th� Importaace of disciplined living as a way of health
and of battling against crippling diseases."-^
The final, and most important of all functions,
is taie role of the church to offer "spiritual guidance
to the haadicapped aad those who live wildi aad thke
care of them, so that that most esseatlal of the iataag-
ible elements of reliabllitatioa�faith�^ay be maintained
6
and strengthened.*
THE MIHSTBR
Indirectly, the fimctions of th� church are the
^Ibid., p. 10.
^It?ld., p. 10.
^Jbid., p. 10.
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duties of the pastor. His duties do not stop there
however. His ministry will be to the family of the handi
capped* He will be an ambassainStor of good will to the
family, belping them to make t&e needed adjustments
involved. It will be his reBponsibility to help the
family understand the nature of the handicap and to
encourage the Impaired individual, helping him accept
his limitations but not forgetting his assets. He
will help the handieapped indlvidmal fiad faith and
streagtai to face life. Above all, he will help both
the family and the handicapped find the hetp they need
in God. Th� minister, as pastor and friend, will be
in a real sense, a mediator between God aad the parish-
ioaer who is physically haadicai^ed.
mi5 WOHSHIP SBHVIOB
The functions of the church and the duties of the
miaister become practical out-workings in the worship
service. It is here where the handicapped individual
will find the faith aad strength to face life's difficul
ties, through a spirit of worship, through the minister*�
sermon, or through the friendship of others who worship
with him.
What j.^ worship? Many definitions might be given.
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Worship iDclufies commualoa with God, fellowship with
God, talking to God or with God, and many other related
ideas* Nevertheless, beyond a definition of worship
Is its importance and its functions. Eavey said of
worship,
Worship is also an exercise of value to mind and
spirit, worship maybe private, in small groups such
as the family, or in larger groups as in church ser
vices. Wherever and whenever It takes place. It Is
a healthful activity. If the Worship is real. When
it is so, th� mind uses to bluest possible level
its powers. Worship helps mightily in objectivity
and teachability and brings a converging of body,
mind, and spirit upon one common ideal and purpose,
thus promoting that balance of life which is essea
tlal to health. Ho habit we caa form is more richly
rewarding than the habit of true worship.'
It cea readily be said that this is n^at the hand
icapped needs. He needs "an exercise of value to the
mind and spirit." He needs "a healthful activity." He
aeeds something that will bring "about a coaverging of
body, miad, and spirit upoa oae commoa ideal and purpose,
thus pr<�aotiag that balaace of life which is essential
to health." But it is th� estimatioa of the writer,
that there are at least two factors that might well mili
tate agaiast th� handicapped* s ability to receive these
beaefits froni the worship service. These two factors
iavolve th� haadic8g)p�d*s place ia the service, that is
op. cit. , p . ^6 �
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his physical plaeeaaat amox^g the other worshippers; and
the haadieapped persoa's coafort.
The haadicapped person's place . Will th� haadi
capped be forced to fiad his way to the froat of the
saactuary? Will he be obliged to have to struggle to a
seat ia the c�at�r of a paw or will h� fiad a plac� by
th� aisl�? Will his crutches or aay othor aids hav� to
ramaia ia aa �videat place, causis^ distractioa to other
worehipparst The place of the haadicapped worshipper
will �lth�r be a help or a hiaderaace to him*
The haadicapped person's comfort* Th� place of
the handicapped in the worship service has much to do
with his emotional reaction to th� service. His comfort
in aad durlag the service coaceras him physically aad in
turn concerns him spiritually. Place aad comfort are
aot two separate eatitles of t^e problem however. Both
should be ooasidered together by the church who would
miaister to the haadicapped. Most likely th� place the
handicapped Is required to take at the start of the ser
vice will determiae his comfort during the service. If
he finds himself sitting In the way of others, he will
be occupied with the thought of this rather than with
those at the message* Also, draft from an opened door
or window or the uncomfortableness of the contour of the
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p�w will distract tiw worshipper, causiiag him to woader
why he ever came to the service aiad perhaps vowing never
to come back again* But before the handicapped is cen
sored on this decision let the one who would censor him
recall a similar experience and his reaction to it.
What can be done? In what way can the alert church
help the handicapped find comfort and freedom from dis
traction in the worship service, whereby worship can be
come for him "an exercise of value to (both his) mind
and Oils) spirit?" There are possibilities, first, in
having some type of seats for those who would find the
regular church pew uncomfortable. These seats would be
placed in such a way that would assure comfort to the one
using them* Other equipment such as hearing devices in
the pews for the hard of hearing and perhaps in some
situations the purchase of a wheelchair would be practi
cal and useful to a handicepped worshiper* And, second,
there are possibilities in alerting the usher corps of
the available places to seat the handicapped that would
be to their best Interest. In addition, the church
Sh<nild at all time keep in mind the aeeds of the haadi
capped aad strive to meet them in the best way possible .
Xiet this one final word suffice. The writer did
aot wish to labour this probl^ iato monotony. However,
$8
\mX8ss the handicapped 'a physical coiafort is cared for
he cannot enter, with hi� mind and spirit, into the wor
ship service. Sfeither will worship give to him that which
will bring "about a coaverging of body, miad, aad spirit
upoa oae common ideal aad purpose."
mB BUHDAY SCHOOL
The iaitial problem that faces the officers of the
Sunday School as they would attempt to work with the handi
capped, is the same as that dealt with above, the problem
of placemexit and cmfort.
The public schools recoEaize these problems . The
coastructioa of new public school buildiags has virtually
elimiaated steps as was seea ia chapter "Hi Where steps
would ordiaarily be needed reuups have been used. Provi
sion in class room arrangement has been cared for alSo.
The rooms, in most InBtances, are large enough so that a
portion maybe kept for the pupil on a wheel chair. Like
wise, there is care to seat the hard of hearing or sight
handicapped near the front of the room. While ia high
school, it had been the earperieace of the writer to have
assigned two classmates to assist him in going from one
class to another. These and other practical helps have
been and continue to be utilised by tite publie school
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aymtem to assist the handicapped.
00*^0deration of the home* The public school can
not do this alone and neither can the Sunday School.
The co-operation of the home and famil|' of the handi
capped is needed. Tivian Hoffitt said relative to this
that.
The parents who enter a severely handice^ped child
in the church school ar� sure to encounter a number
of problems, th� simplest of which are at the physi
cal level. Methods of transporting the child and
keeping him comfortable during the class period can
usually be worked out by his parents* If he needs
support which the regular classroom chairs cannot
provide, a piece of hi� own small furniture should
be brought with him.
rhen possible, he should enter the church school
as a small child, hot only because he will be less
self-conscious than at a later age, but because he
can be more easily lifted or carried when necessary.
Kb be grows larger, he may also gain in balance,
strength, mi& independence. However, if Increased
slse should instead bring increased difficulty in
getting him up and down stairs or seating him, it
will be easy to ask for and receive help because he
is already known and accepted as one of the group. �
Thus, the Sunday school must discover th� handi
capped 's aseds ia relation to t*Le nature of the handicap.
And as the Stinday school aad the hom� co-operate it will
know better how to deal with these needs. The Sunday
school will know whether or not the classroom arrangement
Vivian Moffitt, "They Oan Belong�in Sunday School",
The Christian Hom�, XT (August, 1956), 16.
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is adequate, or whether the f^3rniahiIas8 are suitable. If
they are not, what types should be purchased? These and
other considerations should be the concerns of th� Sunday
school who would sinister to the handicapped.
Becc�aing a payt of the ^oup. Beyond the care for
the handicapped 's coafort is that of making him feel that
he is a vital part of the school and more particularly of
his class.
Will he really be one of the group? This is a
question which makes parents dread group �xpdri�nces,
even when they recognise his social needs. Will he be
welcomed, or will he be stared at and left on the
side lines, ev�a at Sunday school? His parents and
the church-school staff should cooperate in preparing
the child for the class and the class for the child.
3^ng before the crippled child is ready or able
to attend Sunday school, the minister and other work-
ers frcmi th� church will b� frequent visitors in his
hom�. His first introduction to religious meanings
will come from the exaffliples set by his parents and
from family devotions suited to his understanding;
but his first awareness of the church will com� as
he is drawn, simply and lovingly, into conversations
dxiriag these visits.f
Th6-'Mk%^� have:: Suggft#t^'': the-iiuniquemesS of'rth6~
church in relation to this problem of the handicapped
becoming & part of the group. They said.
Remarkably enough, aad yet aot so remarkably. Is
the fact that in the church the likenesses of all
groups and persoas are recognised. Here it is seea
that they are children of 0od, a fact common to all
Ibid., p-16.
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of us. Here it is seen that they are in need of sal
vation and redemption, a condition common to all of
us. Here it is seen that they need to be a part of
the total and Inclusive group, a requirement common
to all of us.i"
It is through the church as a whole and more parti
cularly through the agency of the Sunday school t^at this
oneness of persons and oneness of need must be recognised.
Helping the handicapped adjust to a group situation and
helping him became a part of th� group is next in import
ance only to that of meeting his spiritual needs.
Heeting the handicapped person's spiritual needs.
It haa been seen that the Sunday school has tmo very
practical responsibilities to the handicapped, that of
making a place for him, and that of making himafeel he
is a part of the school. It would be relatively easjr if
this were all th� Sunday school was required to do. How
ever, once the handicapped has bacom� a part of th�
school and of a class there is yet th� need of minister
ing to his spiritual needs* He must not only learn to
find himself and to adjust to others, but he must find
God also. It must be said, that there is no rul� book
that will give an easy formula. That is, none but the
Bible�the Word of God. Through careful instruction
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from this book the handicapped can find God*s plan and
purpose for his life. He can find a plan that will give
him strength to live a life, a life not hindered by the
handicap bpt a life made useful, because of the handi
cap. "A handicapped child who through th� years grows
in his awareness of Christian teachings often has greater
resources for facing life than do his 'normal' friends."^
The special class. There are those who would
question the feasibility of having a special class for
the handleappad. In th� average church this would be no
real problem due to th� fact that there are not usually
many handicapped individuals. Thus, if at all possible
the handicapped person should be given the opportunity of
participating in t^e regular class.
there are perhaps two exceptions to this rule.
They concern the mentally retarded aad the deaf handi
capped. Just a word about th�m In the rev�rs� order.
A very helpful ssrvic� of the ch\a?ch would b� a
class for th� totally hard of hearing handicapped person.
Such classes are conducted in different areas. Oae exam
ple is the Uaioa Aveaue Christiaa Church of St. Iiouls.
This church has carried oa such a program for years.
The class is taught by a miaister who, is oa the staff
2�* cit., Moffitt, "They Can Beloag�ia Suaday
school", p. iTT"
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of the Disciples Board in St. Jbouis, and the class has m.
interp]?eter who repeats the lesson in sign language.
"This class has wide attendance from all over the area.
It is the type service which one or two churches in an
urban area should render, however, rather than each church
trying to do it."-^*^
The other exception to the rule of not having spe
cial classes for the handicapped is a class for the men
tally retarded. This involves the degree of the retarda
tion which was dLsciissed in the introductory chapter.
If such a child can at all take part in the regular
classes he should be allowed to do so. To him, the par
ticipation in the activities of a Sunday school class may
be one of the few means that offer him understanding and
fellowship. However, "if a special class is conducted
for them it must be handled most carefmiy, for stigma
could bo attached to its members Ind more harm than good
would result. "^^ If such a class were conducted, its
purpose could be three-fold.
1. To enable th� parents to attend the church of
their choice while their children are being cared for.
2. To give the parents the assuranc� of the in
terest and concern of th� church for them and their
children regardless of the children's low mental
ability.
^^OE' Church and the Handicapped, p. 21.
^^Ibid. , p. 26.
5. To give those children who are uaahle to par
ticipate in the regular BiJnday school class, an oppor
tunity to attend Sunday school like their normal
brothers and sisters
THB rotm psoras' sooibty Ajm
THE PRTSIOAi:,I<Y HAWBIOAPPBD
All that has been said concernizig the Sunday school
and the handicapped goes for the young peoples' society
as it ministers to handicapped youth* Special emphasis
should be placed oa the factors that concern the social
and spiritual needs of the young person who is disabled.
Meeting the social needs. Just as in the Sunday
school the handicapped youth must be made to feel that he
is a part of l�te group. This involves more for the young
person than it does for the child. At the time of adoles
cence there is a natural problem of self-consciousness and
this is a magnified problem for the fellow or girl who is
physically handicapped. This is the time when many of
the emotional problems discussed in chapter XII well up
like insurmountable mountains. Two things that will help
the adolesceat haadicapped most are fellowship and the
sense of being useful.
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yeXloyghip. This term has been defined as, "the
ooapanionahip . of persons on equal and friendly terms, "^^
It, therefore, involves equality and friendship and
answers to two of the basie needs of a ^handicapped youth,
"The synonym is ?comradeship' , the keynote is 'community
of interest'. It has been too often overlooked as a fac
tor in the healing of the soul.*'^^
4 eense of bfini^ useful, Toung people like to feel
they are useful. This characteristic does not leave the
young person who has a physical disability. Rather, it
might become a stronger urge with him than with a non-
handicapped person. In view of this it is important that
the youth society provide for th� handicapped a px^ogram
that will take advantage of their abilities and talents.
Here ie where the handieapped can start doing rather than
having everything done for him, Vp to this point the
investigation has been one sided. It has dealt only wi1�L
the church's responsibility to the handicapped, and rightly
so. However, if the church were to do everything for the
handicapped it would be def�ating its own purpose. The
^^Mcllyer Hamilton Lichlitar, The Healing; of Souls,
(Cincinnati, Ohio: The Abingdon Pr�se7i95l>� p.677
^^Ibi4.,^p.67�
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handicapped must he made to feel he is a part of the
chtiroh's program. But, he must at the same time learn
to contribute to that program, becoming a help to the
church as he does. The itemised list below is not ex~
haustive but is suggestive as to ways in which the handi
capped young person migjit be of help to the program of
the church and particularly the youth group*
1. He can be used as narrator for Christmas and
Easter programs. 2. He can be used in publicity work,
applying any art or writing talents he mi^t possess.
3* He can be used in panel discussion programs. Many
times he will possess insights into situations that
others do not, because of more time to contemplate and
think things through. 4. He might be used by the Sun
day school to teach a class if he is mature enou^hi
5* He might serve as an officer in the youth society.
These are only a few of the activities ia which the
handicapped can engage and through which he can add
much to th� over-all program of th� church. Th� handi
capped needs the ^urch but the church also aeeds the
handicapped, first it aeeds hini and sscoadly it a��ds
his abilities aad talaats.
If th� a�ed for fellowship aad the aeed of feel
ing that one is useful is met by the youth society,
then the young person who is handicapped will learn to
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be IMepe&dent , to be self assured and will grow In a
spiritual sense. His spiritual growth will not reach
its fxillest potential, however, unless there is added
effort on the part of the soeiety to help him mature
spiritually. As important as group fellowship is, there
is yet one thing more important, that is, fellowship
with God.
Meeting his spiritual needs. It is common know
ledge that more young people develop an interest in the
things of the chureh and of God than do older people.
In the light of this, the responsibility of the youth
program to the handieapped ie even greater. It is dur
ing the teen y&ars when this interest can best be aroused.
Particularly is this true for the handicapped, who may
feel that all of life is against him and wonders if God
even cares. The youth group who has adequate leadership
to discover the handicapped youth with problems like
these is very fortunate.
Several things are basic in meeting the spiritual
needs of the handicapped youth. (1) He must be brought
into a vital personal relationship with God. (2) He
must be encouraged to look upon his handicap as a step
ping stone to greater experiences in life. As a bridge
that will lead to better opportunities aad not as a
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great gulf to tee spamed* (3) Oilers mmt be encouraged
to assist him in sueh a way ^at he will not feel he is a
burden. And (4) there should be opportunity for him to
grow in spiritual things, being active in th� things of
the church and having avenues for practical Christian liv
ing. These are ^e obligations placed upon any youth
society who would conduct a program that would include
the physically handle i|>ped�
TBS SXTBHBIOW MIHISTHT OF THB OHORCft AHD
TE� PHTSIOAIiLT EAHDICAPFID
Were the church to minister to only those few handi
capped l individuals that make their way to its services, It
would fall short in meeting its responsibilities. An active
ministry to the handicapped who are homebound because of
crippling or illness is an area of special service. A
program of this nature has a two-fold purpose. In genersl
its purpose is to design a program that will be of help
to the handicapped confined to the home. More specifically,
its purpose Is tb keep the aged and the shut-in in contact
with the chxirch and its activities. "Activities that
keep alive one's ties to the community give purpose and
meaning to life and provide the motivation needed for
recovery and rehabilitation."^''
op. cit. , The Church and ?he_ Haadicapped , p.20.
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4 terlef history of extejosion ministry* In past
years the ehurch carried on its extension ministry throu^
an agency known as the Bome Department. This term carried
with it limitation and on account of this it has been
changed in more recent years to the extension ainistry
of the church. As such it includes all of the church's
activities outside of the chwch. That is, ministry to
the shut-in at home, to the convalescent in the hospital
or the tubercular patient in the institution. Besides a
spiritual ministry of this nature it includes provision
for expressional activities for the handicapped.
Ministry to the shut-jn* Regardless where the
Indiwidual may be confined he needs the ministry of the
chtarch* This ministry follows the traditional visiting
program with the added benefits of modern inventions such
as; the tape recorder, record player, film projectors,
radio and television. The visiting program has been
modified aad enlarged. It no longer is just the duty of
the pastor. Many churches now enlist a person to act as
a visiting teacher. Her duties ar� to give the Sunday
school material and church news to the shut-in and in
some Instances she will teach the Sunday school lesson
to them. With the invention &t the tape recorder, visi
tation has become some what stream lined. However, this
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Invention haa been ajreal asset to the church. It Is used
to record services that can be taken to the handicapped
confined to hie home. The other Inventions mentioned
above serve also as mediums whereby the church can keep
the aged aad the handlcegpped shut-in in contact with the
church and its activities.
Expressional activities* For th� physically well
person, and especially th� youth, th� community affords
maay exprassioaal activities. This is aot true for the
handicapped, however. In view of this, th� church has
hare aa area that it has not yet fully d�v�lop�d, Som�
m�asure8 have beea takea which have resulted ia camps
for the haadicapped aad special sports activities, etc.
Bach of these activities is modified to meet the particu
lar aeeds of the handicapped. For instance, the emphasis
ia a campiag program for the haadicapped is chaaged from
oae of camp program and schedule to oae of appreciatioa
for and of camp life. Oae camp couaselor illustrates
this by poiatiag out that boating for th� handicappad is
aot a compstltiv� thlag rathar th� emphasis is for ev�ry-
oa� to eajoy the boat ride. lastead of tl^ usual 8-10
campers la a cabin and under th� jurisdictioa of a coua
selor, there will be but 4 or 5* Children with different
types of handicaps, but about the same age, are grouped
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together* By doing this, they learn to help one another.
Approximately three times the amount of time is allowed
to go from plac� to plac� as that allowed in normal capp
ing activities. The cotinselor is told never tC over help
the handioaprped , but to help thorn h�lp themselvss.
Camplnfi activities. The activities of th� camp
for the handicappod are siiallar in nature to the regular
camp. There are arts and crafts, creative dramatics,
nature study by bringing nature to the class as far as
this is possible, singing, swimming, boatiii^ aM the like.
A typical camper's day begins at 7*50 A.M. This is a
bit later than usual to allow sufficient time for sleep
and rest. Time is allowed both morning and evening for
the putting on or taking off of braces, etc. And nothing
is hurried. By 3:00 A.M. all the campers assemble for a
ten minute devotional; 8:30 Is breakfast; 9tl5 clean-up
the grounds; 9:45 1st class; lliOO 2nd class; 12 $1^ luncaii;
1:00 P.M. rest time; 2:15 swiMiing; 3il5 3rd class; 4:30
free time; 5*30 dinner; 6; 30 boating; 7*30 evening pro
gram, singing and devotional to 9s 13 which is bed time and
lights out at 9:30.^�
(The material on camper was given the writer by
a camp coimselor, Arthur Whi taker, who was a fellow stud
ent at Asbury Thmological Seminary.)
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The camping program ie an example of what is being
done for the handicapped aad of irtiat can be done. Other
programs ere beiag developed also. They include, pro
grams of swimming, baseball � for the deaf mute; basketball
games on wheel chairs, chess and checkerstouraameats to
meatioa a few. The church will not have the facilities
for all of these activities, neither will it have the
time to have extensive programs of this aature. It should
however, encourage the development of such a program in
the community aiad contribute to the program as much as
possible �
Thus, the church is obligated to the handicapped
person. It is respoasibl� for meetiag his spiritual aad
social needs. It fulfills this responsibility as it minis
ters through the various ageacles both withia aad without
the church.
Only very slowly is the church wakiag to its respoa
sibilities la miaistry to the haadicapped, yet the
churches that have so respoaded have found new spirit
ual depths, aad have made of themselves a wider fellow
ship through th� ways ia idaich they ar� solviag the
problems of maklag their miaistry ever wider aad more
effective. The haadicapped caa help the ch\irch thrpu�;
poiatiag out thes� thiags to l�aders la the church.
W� iSlil.t Strea^theaed fith Mi^t� p.62.
CHAFTIK VI
THB IWBSTIGATIOW WmiMW
Th� purpose of this final chapter is to summarize
the material presented, and to point out the limitations
of the present work with suggestions for further study.
THB MAT-SRIAXi SUMMARIZE)
In view of the great scope of the problem of
handicapping and of its increase, it was the hypothesis
of this thesis that the church should be doing something
in a more practical way to minister to the needs of tdae
handicapped.
Defining the need. The first step for the church
to take is that of determining the nature, types of Stnd
the particular problems of each handicapped person in
its community. This approach should be of a general
nature to include a consideration of all types of handi
caps.
The need, as defined for the handicapped, is of
a two-fold natural First, it has to do with the evident
disability caused by disease or accident. Secondly, it
has to do with the effect of the disability upon the
personality of the handicapped. The evident disability
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may b� that of paralysis, loss of limb or loss of aa sye,
cardiac weafeae ss , or respiratory weakness. Each of these
disabilities will leave its imprint upon the handicapped 's
personality la the fojm of emotioaal problems. These
problems evidence themselves ia feelings of frustretioa,
bitteraess, anxiety, and ia the extreme case, melancholy.
It is the respoasibility of Ohristiaa education ia general
aad more specifically the church as an educative agency
to be aware of this diversity of problems that coafroat
the physically handicapped. It Is further the respoasi
bility of the chureh to view these difficulties with a
coacera to do something about them.
The chiarch's tjSfk. Tu� church ttiat plaas Its pro
gram to iaclude the handicapped has its task cut out for
it. It� first concern will be that of helpiag the handi
capped adjust to his disability. If he is to live a use
ful and full life he must face the reality of his handicap.
He must be helped to see the potential side of the dis
ability ax^ aot merely t&e discouraging side. He must
learn to become ind ependent and to possess a sense of
usefulness aad self assurance. This is the task of the
church on the human level. Above this level is that of
the spiritual . The church must help the haadicapped
develop spiritually also. It must iatroduce him to God.
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who is his source of strength and help. It must encour
age him to grow and develop a practical Christian life.
This is the whole task of th� church as it attempts to
minister to t^ie physically handicapped.
How is this ministry carried out? The church
ministers to those about it. through its many agencies,
within the church and without. Bach of these agencies
carry a part of the total responsibility that is the
church's as it attempts to minister to th� handicapped.
The church in general will seek to see that the handi
capped finds It easy to attend its services and find
comfort in them. Through the worship service the handi-
c�^ped is strengthened in his faith. The Sunday school
ministers to him educationally while through the activi
ties of the youth society he learns to develop socially
and spiritually. Thes� activities take place within
the church but th� church cannot stop ther�. Ther� are
many handicapped persons who cannot be reached unless
th� church goes to th�m. They are shut-ins at home, or
hospital patients and others confined to various types
of institutions. To those th� church ministers through
its extension program, which is e program of visit ion
whereby the homebound or the hospitalissed handicapped
is kept in contact with th� church.
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To what; axtent is the ohmrch aeeting this chal-
leage? This a qiisstion that every individual and every
church must answer* The following list is given as an
aid in answeriz^ this question. The list "presents in
outline form many suggestions already given, and provides
1
a means of evaluating the work being done."
Yes Bfo
What I Do^
I know the handicapped members of my church*
I am free from an attitude of uncritical pity,
and do not try to over-protect the handicapped.
I accept and encourage the attendance of the
handicapped in religious and social activities
of my church.
I know th� resources available for the crippled
in my community.
I know the program of th� Fri@nds and Parents
of Retarded Ohildr�n, Inc., in my commimity aad
can offer counsel to the parents of seriously
r�tard�d children.
I have visited th� State Institution for the
feeble-minded and the Stats Hospital for the
Insane ia my state and know the program being
carried on there.
I know the Mental Health Oliaic facilities
available la my commuaity.
I take aa active role in the local aad state
maatal health societies*
^SSl* ' � ^^e Church aad The Haadicapped. p.3^.
2*V4 a -n X2L
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I regularly visit members of my diureb wbo are
hospitalised in the state hospitals for the
insane even though they have been away many
months or years.
I often help to provide correct job placement
for the handicapped by interesting parishioners
and friends In the need.
I try to get to know indlvidiaal handicapped
students and persons by inviting them into my
home for visits*
What My Church Does
My church accepts and encourages th� participa
tion of the handicapped and permits them to
participate as members of regular groves.
My church utilizes the handicapped as members
of telephone committees and in othar activities
which can be done In the home as a means for
helping them f��l that they are useful to their
ch\2rch*
In planning our parties, we make It a point to
izxclude some activities in which the handicapped
can participate *
We try to give the mentally retarded child and
adult some feelixig of success, through the giv
ing of small duties to perform in th� church*
My church makes provision for the mentally
retarded in its Sunday school, to provide a
moans for spiritual growth, and social d�v�lop-
m�nt *
1^ church in its group activities gives th�
handicapped person th� fullest opportunity for
self developmont*
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My church participates iu the proiiridiag of reli
gious services to hospitals, and institutions
within its locality.
My church helps hospitals and residential
schools for the handicapped throt;^h material ai
aid, service, and the providing of social and
recreational activities.
My church provides hearing aids placed incon-
spiculously throughout the saactuaryi
My church has a ramp to help the old and infim,
cardiac and crippled, and railix]gs to help them
and the blind.
Volunteer helpers are assigned to those handi
capped who might need special care during the
church services.
My church malces provision for transportation of
the aged, infirm, cardiac and crippled who are
unable to come to church themselves or who are
unable to use public transportation.
Members of my church regularly visit the home-
bound .
Weaattempt to interest the homebound in simple
hobbies ai^ activities, particularly the home-
bound or hospitalized child.
My church provides leadership in the prevention
of crippling accidents through education and
its emphasis upon disciplined living.
My church has helped in th� establishment of
treatment centers for crippled children and
special s(�LOols for the ssvere mentally retarded.
My chiirch attempts to provide information about
j^ysical handicaps and the need� of the handi -
called.
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FOB FTJHTHM STUDT
Whenever a writer looks back over the material he
can see areas where development is lacking, and there is
no exception for this writer. Th� investigation is limit
ed in general because of lack of material that dealt
directly in this area. Furthermore, each particular area
lacks full development because of th� writer's unfamil-
iarity with th� field of knowledge they involve. For
instance. Chapter II on Types of Handicaps has to do
basically with medical terminology and diagnosis. Like
wise, Chapter III on Personality Problems has to do with
specialised fields of psychology. Each of these limita
tions suggest areas for fiirthsr study. The writer would
suggest at least three other areas for further study.
They ere, (1) an investigation that would consider a co
operative program among churches for the physically
handicapped. (2> An investigation that would consider
the handicapped and higher Christian education. And
(3) an investigation that would consider individuals
who are handicapped, aot by physical disability, but by
emotional disabilities. This investigation would con
sider the inability of such persons to adjust aad to fit
into society and the chiirch, with the purpose of deter-
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mining what the chure|r can do for these individuals. Sach
of thee� investigations might he included in the topic
herein namely, A JProposed Plan in Christian Education For
The Physically Handicapped.

SOm BOURCl^ OF IHFOHMATIOH ABOUT
American Foundation for th� Blind
15 West 16th street
new York 11, Few York
("Wew Outlook for the Blind" $200)
Wational Society for the Bpevention of Blindness
1790 Broadway
!f�w York 19 � Sew York
("SightHSaving Review" S2.50)
Cancer
American Cancer Society
47 Beaver Street
!few York 4, 1%>w York
(**Cancer News'*)
Cerebral Palsy (Crippled Children)
Institute for the Crippled and risabled
400 First Avenue
Hew York 10, Blew York
ITatlonal Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
120 Broadway
ITew Tork 5� Wew York
(�?iSFational Foundation Hews")
Ifational Society for Crippled Children and Adults
11 South La Ealle Street
Chicago 5, Illinois
(�The Crippled Child** $2.00)
Peaf
Aleicander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf
1557 35th Street, n,'^.
Washington 7i C.
("Volta Review" 13.00)
American Hearing Society
817 Street
Washington 7� ^. C,
t "Hearing News" S3.00)
�(Most of these Associations oan furnish material
and information on several types of handicaps.)
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Diabetes
American Diabetes Association
11 West 42nd Street
New York 36, Hew York
("AM Forecast" $2.00)
General
Wational Rehabilitation Association, Inc.
1112 XfOxington Building
Baltimore 1, Maryland
(Journal of Rehabilitation f2.00)
Wational Council on Rehabilitation
1790 Broadway
Jfew York 19, Wew York
(iTews letter)
Heart
American Heart Association
44 Sast 23rd Street
sew York 22, Hew York
(Bulletin)
Mental Health
National Association for Mental Health
1790 Broadway
Hew York 19 ? Siew York
(Understanding the Child SI. 50)
national Association for Retarded Children
129 Bast 52nd Street
FTew Tork 22, Jfew York
(Children Limited 11.00)
Tuberculous
Wational Tuberculous Association
1790 Broadway
Hew York 19, Hew York
(Biilletin)
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